Simulation-based team training in paediatric units

Simulation-based team training improves quality of patient care, but the training should be a planned activity.
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SUMMARY

Background: Medically justifiable practice of health care requires collaboration between the health professionals involved, who must have excellent professional knowledge and practical training in teamwork. In recent decades, healthcare providers have undergone simulation training in realistic patient situations demanding complex decision-making and teamwork. The training was based on experiences with “Crew Resource Management” (CRM) used in civil aviation.

Objective: To describe the experiences of clinical nurse specialists working in paediatric units related to participation in simulation-based team training and the impact this may have on patient care in emergency situations.

Method: The study has a qualitative, inductive and descriptive design. The sample consisted of ten clinical nurse specialists recruited from the paediatric units of three different hospitals. Data were collected through individual interviews and analysed according to Graneheim and Lundman’s (2004) content analysis.

Results: Clinical nurse specialists in paediatric units described the importance of a scheduled and realistic simulation, how they learn and cope through simulation, and the importance of these simulations for their performance in emergency situations.

Conclusion: Clinical nurse specialists in this study found that participation in simulation-based team training contributes to enhancing the quality of patient care and confidence in their own skills. They emphasise that simulation-based team training should be offered as a scheduled activity. The organisation and implementation of simulation in individual paediatric units is described as random.
Medically justifiable practice of health care requires collaboration between the health professionals involved. They must have sound professional knowledge and practice in coordination (1, 2). In recent decades, healthcare providers have undergone simulation training in realistic patient situations demanding complex decision making and teamwork. The training was based on experiences with ‘Crew Resource Management’ (CRM) (3-7), as used in civil aviation.

Simulation-based training is described as a measure to improve teamwork, reduce adverse events and improve patient safety (3, 7, 8). Establishing simulation-based team training requires resources for training facilitators (instructors), as well as available room capacity and equipment. The task of facilitators is to facilitate learning (7, 9).

Ziv and collaborators define simulation as ‘any educational activity that utilizes simulation aids to replicate clinical scenarios’ (10), and it is divided into three phases:

- the briefing phase, in which the participants are informed of what will happen, the learning objectives, the patient simulator, the room and available equipment
- the implementation phase, in which the participants implement the scenario and behave as though it were a real patient situation
- the debriefing phase, in which the participants have the opportunity to reflect on their participation in the simulation as compared with the predetermined learning objectives.

Simulation has been shown to enhance knowledge and skills. However, only a small number of studies support its transfer value to clinical practice (11, 12). The educational principles that lead to effective learning are discussed. According to Motola and collaborators, feedback, awareness of practice and integration of theory are key elements (13).

The purpose of the study was to describe how clinical nurse specialists experience their participation in simulation-based team training. We also wished to describe the impact that this training may have on patient care in an emergency situation.

We formulated the following research questions:

- ‘How do you find that simulation-based team training is organised and implemented in your unit?’
- ‘How do you find that participation in simulation-based team training affects your competence in emergency situations?’
- ‘In your opinion, what impact does simulation-based team training have on patient care in an emergency situation?’

METHOD
The study has a qualitative, inductive and descriptive design based on ten individual, semistructured interviews.

SAMPLE
We invited senior charge nurse at seven hospitals in one selected regional health authority to participate. We included nurse specialists in intensive, paediatric and neonatal care.
clinical nurse specialists with between two and ten years of experience from the paediatric units at three hospitals. The participants needed to have undergone simulation-based team training in the previous year, and been involved in a minimum of one emergency situation since then. The sample consisted of nine women and one man, employed in 70–100 per cent positions.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
We obtained informed consent from the participants, and the study followed guidelines for research ethics (14). The Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD) considered that the study was exempted from the obligation to give notification and to obtain a licence. None of the informants withdrew from the study.

DATA COLLECTION
The interviews were conducted at the informants' workplace and were undertaken over a period of three months. In the interviews, we needed to strike a balance between seeking answers to the research questions and allowing the informants to speak freely. An interview guide based on the research questions gave structure to the interview, while the follow-up questions encouraged more detailed information. We recorded the interviews on a dictaphone, having obtained the informed consent of the participants.

ANALYSIS
In order to identify meaning units in the text, we analysed the interviews based on Graneheim and Lundman's qualitative content analysis method (15). We listened continuously and repeatedly to the audio files to ensure verbatim transcription. Meaning units were identified and converted to condensed text, then arranged according to subject matter. A systematic and continuous process of analysis resulted in nine subcategories, three descriptive categories and one latent content.

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Two of the authors had extensive work experience from paediatric units and had participated in simulation-based team training in their own unit. The third author had experience with simulation used in nurse education. In order to reduce sample-related errors, we excluded our own workplace and took no part in the recruitment of informants.

RESULTS
The results were synthesised into one latent content that expresses the underlying opinion communicated by all the clinical nurse specialists: ‘Realistic training provides quality and confidence in one’s own skills.’ The content includes three descriptive categories (Table 1):

- scheduled, realistic training
- learning and mastery through simulation
- impact on emergency situations
SCHEDULED, REALISTIC TRAINING

The clinical nurse specialists described the various ways in which simulation is planned, organised and implemented. They reflected on role distribution and interdisciplinary collaboration, and described their perception of realism, time pressure and stress during the simulation.

The majority of the clinical nurse specialists had experience of simulation-based team training that was held weekly in the unit. They were uncertain whether they could be freed from their work with patients, as it was only decided on the same morning who would participate. The training was perceived as a non-scheduled activity, and the clinical nurse specialists explained that the simulation training needed to be more systematic.

Three clinical nurse specialists had participated in simulation-based team training at a simulation centre up to three times per year. The unit management’s objective was that all employees should attend, and participation was therefore included in scheduling of rosters.

The clinical nurse specialists reported having obtained a good learning outcome from regular training.

«The clinical nurse specialists immersed themselves in the scenario, felt the time pressure and could feel their pulses racing.»

The clinical nurse specialists described the simulation of real patient situations in an interdisciplinary context together with doctors and nurses as very instructive and realistic. They immersed themselves in the scenario, felt the time pressure and could feel their pulses racing. When they were challenged on recognisable elements from practice, such as the role of next of kin, the entire scenario became more realistic. The clinical nurse specialists perceived the scenario and the simulation training as an authentic emergency situation.

Through the training in roles and role distribution, the clinical nurse specialists became more aware of the content of their own role, and also that of other roles in the team. Training in leadership was especially important. One clinical nurse specialist stated the following:

‘I think I got a lot of benefit from it, especially regarding roles. They are very conscious of roles when we are taking part in the simulation.’

LEARNING AND MASTERY THROUGH SIMULATION
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The clinical nurse specialists described the feeling of mastery they acquired from training in communication, procedures and use of medical equipment. They also described how they learned through reflection.

The clinical nurse specialists found it to be advantageous that the simulation-based team training was undertaken in the same location where emergency situations arise. In a familiar environment, they were able to concentrate on the scenario and find and hook up emergency medical equipment such as a ventilator. Regular training with medical equipment and relevant procedures resulted in better coping. For example, simulation training could focus on advanced cardiopulmonary resuscitation. Theoretical teaching often formed part of the preparations and could be linked to cardiopulmonary resuscitation, like the algorithm for resuscitation. In their opinion, having both a theoretical and practical element enhanced their competence. One clinical nurse specialist described the participation as follows:

‘If you manage to forget that it is a training situation, and try to focus on learning, you learn a great deal.’

They highlighted the importance of good communication in the team. The clinical nurse specialists explained that emergency situations could be chaotic, and might give rise to harsh words and aggressive behaviour. They believed that training in communication is necessary and that simulation-based training gives the whole team a unique opportunity to practise crisp and clear communication. This gives them more confidence in themselves and their role in the team.

The interviews revealed that clinical nurse specialists took a positive view of reflecting on what they had participated in, and what they had done well and less well. They indicated that this was important for learning. A facilitator was present in the simulation centre and led the debriefing. The weekly simulation could be conducted with or without a facilitator. Simulation without a facilitator was perceived as unstructured, and the participants did not feel that they were given a systematic review of what had occurred.

For example, they wanted the following type of feedback:

‘You might think about that next time, remember to give a clearer message, and to have it confirmed.’

IMPACT ON EMERGENCY SITUATIONS

The clinical nurse specialists described how they transferred their thought process from simulation to emergency situations. They also spoke of the impact that simulation had on patient care, and the aspects of simulation that affect their actions in an emergency situation.

In emergency situations, they automatically began to allocate roles and responsibilities in the way that they had been trained. They claimed that the time that had elapsed between the simulation and the occurrence of an emergency situation had an impact on how quickly they accessed their knowledge. One clinical nurse specialist described her experience of performing chest compressions on a baby in an emergency situation:

‘The feeling that with a baby, it was enough to use my fingers; I felt I was doing it correctly,'
‘When you practise it, you know what to do, and you act more quickly. And this benefits the patient [...] yes, you quite simply become more skilled.’

The clinical nurse specialists underlined the need to maintain and ensure necessary skills. In simulation-based team training, the clinical nurse specialists were drilled in realistic patient situations without entailing risk for the patient. They felt that they were able to test themselves, but also that they obtained confirmation of their own competence. At the same time, they claimed that interdisciplinary participation in simulation gave the team members a better understanding of each other, enabling the entire team to function better.

They had found that their managers and colleagues expected clinical nurse specialists to be competent and up-to-date, and to feel comfortable with mastering their tasks when an emergency arises. They were concerned about the lack of training in practice and found that they have little chance to build up experience-based expertise in pediatric units, where centralized patient management led to shorter hospital stays and less complexity.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we wished to describe clinical nurse specialists’ experiences with participating in simulation-based team training in paediatric units. We also wished to examine the impact of this type of training on patient care in an emergency situation.

THE IMPORTANCE OF GOOD PLANNING AND REALISM IN SIMULATION
The clinical nurse specialists claimed that simulation-based team training must be properly scheduled and organised to provide a learning outcome. In units that arranged weekly simulation training, the clinical nurse specialists found the training not to be well planned, with random opportunity for them to participate. However, if simulation-based team training was part of the ward’s objectives and was planned as part of the roster, they were able to participate regularly – up to twice yearly.

There was common agreement that resources must be allocated, and that managers and network administrators must see the need for a scheduled and organised simulation. This view is supported by the literature, which states that effective results are achieved through a systematic approach to incorporating simulation (5, 16). Investment in simulation should be endorsed by the management and included in the unit’s quality management (13, 17).

REALISTIC SIMULATION IMPORTANT FOR LEARNING
In order to provide a learning outcome from simulation-based team training, training in realistic patient situations is highlighted. The clinical nurse specialists stated that to achieve this, it is essential for all those healthcare providers that are present in emergency situations to train together. The literature supports the clinical nurse specialists’ opinion that it is essential for learning that the participants feel that the simulation is realistic (18). Scenarios should be designed that are linked to the learning objectives (7, 13). The participants must
be prepared for what they are to react to during the scenario, and they should be familiar with the environment, available equipment and patient history (7, 19). Rules and expectations should be clarified in a briefing session, and the environment should be made safe in order for the participants to feel secure (13).

The literature also supports the clinical nurse specialists’ view that the entire team must train together. Østergaard and collaborators describe simulation that includes a complete, interdisciplinary team as a method which improves the quality of teamwork behaviours (9). In emergency situations, so-called ad hoc teams are formed, which may represent a challenge for team collaboration. They have little time to plan and may find it challenging that team members are unfamiliar with each other and each other’s competence (8, 20).

THE IMPORTANCE OF A GOOD LEADER
Experience shows that team members also change continuously. Roberts and collaborators claim that even short simulation-based team-training sessions can improve teamwork and communication in ad hoc teams, as they enhance behavioural skills and critical thinking (20). According to Salas and collaborators (2008), ‘patient care is a team sport’ (21), and the composition of the teams who train together is therefore important.

The clinical nurse specialists also communicate the need for a good team leader to improve the progress and quality of patient care in emergency situations. They believe simulation training in leadership is important. Failures of leadership and team collaboration have been shown to be points of vulnerability for adverse events (8, 9, 20). Leading a team includes coordination and planning of the course of events, for which clear communication is absolutely essential.

«Leadership is crucial in emergency situations, which underpins the need to train for this role.»

Hunt and collaborators point out that a good leader must be capable of giving instructions and ensuring that messages are received, understood and acknowledged (8). Another important quality is to listen to the team members and collect and disseminate the information that emerges (7). Leadership is highly important in emergency situations, which underpins the need for training in this role to improve team collaboration in order to avoid adverse events.

EXPERIENCE OF LEARNING AND MASTERY THROUGH SIMULATION
According to the clinical nurse specialists in this study, they both learned and coped by participating in stimulation-based team training. Three of them had participated in a simulation centre, which they found provided them with a considerable learning outcome. The majority of the clinical nurse specialists had experienced that the emergency room in the department was used as a practice area.

They claimed that it was very advantageous that the simulation was conducted in a familiar environment. The clinical nurse specialists described how they introduce elements from the simulation into emergency situations. This may indicate that simulation-based team training is beneficial for clinical practice.

The clinical nurse specialists’ perception that simulation-based training provides them with both learning and mastery may be explained by the fact that simulation as a learning activity builds on key principles of andragogy. The educator Malcolm Knowles claims that safe, familiar surroundings are important to enable adults to learn. He also says that adults learn...
best when learning provides immediate benefits (22, 23).

«Conducting the simulation in familiar surroundings was a significant advantage.»

IN SITU TRAINING SESSIONS
When healthcare providers train in the established simulation centres, they are given the opportunity to train in everything from simple skills at the individual level to advanced interactions and team-based decision-making (24). Using the emergency room in the department as a practice area, in an environment where emergency situations occur, is referred to in the literature as in situ training (25). The literature supports the need for in situ training in paediatric units, as this can enable healthcare providers to recognise signs of acute illness and therefore provide better treatment (26).

The study by Sørensen and collaborators showed that the participants perceived the situation as more realistic when the training was conducted in situ. It made no difference whether the simulation was conducted in a simulation centre or in situ, in terms of attitude to patient safety, coping with stress or teamwork (27).

The clinical nurse specialists had found that it could be challenging to achieve good communication and dialogue in emergency situations. Communication was set as a learning objective for the simulation training, underlining the importance for the entire team to train in communication. They described it as especially challenging to persuade team members to communicate (9). Good dialogue and communication within the team gives team members the courage to provide valuable input with regard to patient care (8). Based on the principles of CRM, the precise purpose of simulation is for the team members to communicate and cooperate (9). Training in communication skills should therefore be formulated as learning objectives in the simulation.

NEW KNOWLEDGE ACQUIRED
Other learning objectives and attention with regard to the simulation-based team training were connected to advanced cardiopulmonary resuscitation and medical equipment. The clinical nurse specialists were supplied with new knowledge by participating in the simulation, while also obtaining confirmation of their own competence. They prepared themselves for the simulation by reading up on theory and described this as being useful to bring with them into emergency situations. The practical skills they acquired were also useful.

The concept of the learning circle is used in connection with simulation training. It means that theoretical knowledge is put into practice through training in patient situations before this knowledge is translated into clinical practice and experience is augmented for new learning (28, 29). This may indicate that simulation is a suitable learning activity for experienced clinical nurse specialists, and that it provides learning that can be transferred to emergency situations.

IMPORTANCE OF REGULARITY AND FEEDBACK
There was variation in the frequency with which clinical nurse specialists had the opportunity to participate in simulation, but those who were able to participate regularly reported having obtained a significant learning outcome from it. This tallies with recommendations from the Norwegian Society of Paediatricians that training in basic and advanced cardiopulmonary resuscitation should be undertaken at least every six months (17). This is also in line with Motola and collaborators, who claim that simulation is most
successful when it is an established, regular activity (13). In considering how frequently simulation should be conducted, it is important that it is seen as a learning process, and not as a one-time event (30).

The clinical nurse specialists had positive experiences of debriefing and considered feedback from the facilitator and the participants to be important for learning. If simulation is to be used as an educational tool, reflection on one’s own efforts is essential (31). According to Eppich and Cheng, facilitated debriefing is necessary, as learning from simulation-based training begins after completion of the scenario (3,32).

Hunt and collaborators furthermore claim that simulation training without reflection and feedback does not lead to effective learning (8). The facilitator directs the debriefing in order to elicit systematic reflection in the participants. The learning effect of reflection is therefore dependent on the supervisory expertise of the facilitator (9, 32). This underlines the importance of facilitator’s role, which is described in the literature as a key component of simulation training (9).

THE IMPORTANCE FOR PATIENT CARE IN AN EMERGENCY SITUATION

The clinical nurse specialists claimed that they acted more quickly and effectively in emergency situations after having participated in simulation training. They brought with them elements from the training situation, such as distribution of roles and tasks and thinking about dialogue and communication in the team.

They argued that participation in simulation training provides an opportunity to enhance the clinical nurse specialists’ competence to act in emergency situations. All of them agreed that regular simulation-based team training in paediatric units is crucial for improving patient care in these situations. The literature supports the notion that training in communication, leadership and teamwork has an impact on patient safety (9). It also helps to enhance the technical skills of the individual participant as well as the team (33).

Truijens and collaborators claim that the patient-reported quality of health assistance improves when the personnel are trained in the principles of CRM (34). According to Draycott and collaborators, this is the first time that a pedagogical intervention has yielded a clinically important and permanent improvement in perinatal outcomes (35). The clinical nurse specialists take responsibility in this regard when they communicate a need to participate in simulation-based team training, because they wish to maintain their competence and improve patient care in emergency situations.

In order to substantiate the fact that simulation is a learning activity that actually improves patient safety, Schmidt and collaborators claim that there is also a need to identify clear patient safety objectives (33). Ziv and collaborators maintain that if simulation is not used as a learning activity, this constitutes not only a training issue, but also an ethical issue (10). Standardised training and certification through simulation-based team training makes it possible to reduce errors and adverse events, and thus improve patient safety. The establishment of this scheme will, in our opinion, enable the health services to appear more reliable and ethically sound.

CONCLUSION

The clinical nurse specialists in this study found that participation in simulation-based team training contributes to quality of patient care and confidence in one’s own skills. They highlight the need to offer simulation-based team training as a well-planned learning activity in paediatric units, with realistic scenarios and including the entire team. The clinical nurse specialists feel that by participating in simulation training they obtain confirmation of their
own competence and a basis for further learning, mastery and sense of security. In the interviews, they point to examples from practice, showing that simulation training has had a positive influence on their competence to act in emergency situations.

This study revealed that the organisation and implementation of simulation in individual paediatric units is random and lacking in clear requirements and parameters. There may therefore be a need for a Norwegian standard for simulation-based team training for doctors and nurses in paediatric units to ensure patient safety in emergency situations.
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